
What are  they looking at?
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278,000 officials punished, 440 at 
ministerial rank and above



This is China. Which one ?



And this is Shanghai. Which one?
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China in the long run
China in the very long run

• 1500-1820   25-35 % of World GDP

• 1840/50- 1950 catastrophic decline

• 1978            meteoric rise

• (“we did in 40 years what you did in 400    
years”, Yu Hua)
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Catching up USA
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The Architect of new China

"Planning and market forces 
are not the essential 
difference between 
socialism and capitalism. A 
planned economy is not the 
definition of socialism, 
because there is planning 
under capitalism; the 
market economy happens 
under socialism, too. 
Planning and market forces 
are both ways of controlling 
economic activity” 
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Deng’s most famous quotations

• It doesn't matter if a cat is black or white, so 
long as it catches mice

• Poverty is not socialism. To be rich is glorious

• To get rich is glorious

• Let some people get rich first



The steps to change China
•

• 1978-84 reform of agriculture sector and of its limited 
productivity (new al location of labor force) In October 1984, 
a dual price system was introduced as a measure to promote 
market economy. An official price coexisted with the 
emergence of a market price in non-official markets, typically 
in agriculture produce.

• 1979 Special Economic Zones (Xiamen, Shantou, Shenzhen, 
Zhuhai) 

• 1984 Tianjin, Beha, Shanghai, Jiang Zhou

• 1984-88 intervention in urban industrial sector: prices and 
wages liberalization- the firm can keep the profits and pay 
taxes on their revenues – the Open Door Policy for 
international investors: Free Zones 
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The steps to change China

• 1988-91 and 1992-97 all sectors of Chinese 
economy are involved 

• In 1992 the Congress of CCP affirmed                      
1) market economy is not                
incompatible with socialism                                 
2)the private ownerships                                     
in industrial sector is permitted

• 2001 Go global policy: China entry in WTO
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Changing China and the CCP

• 1921-2002 the statute of the CCP said that the 
party “represents the vanguard of the working 
class”

• 2002: the party “represents the vanguard of 
the Chinese people”
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China GDP Growth, 1994-2008
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Comparing China GDP growth
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Transition economies
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Still a developping country ?
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Again: still a developping country ?
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Chinese GDP Growth 1990-2018



Somethings has started to change



Different ways to watch to the probelm



Something is really changing



Retail sales vs. fixed investments



Contributing to GDP
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Employment distribution 
in the different sectors
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Escaping the middle income trap
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Comparing China demographic structure
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0-14 14-65 65+

China 20.4 71.7 7.9 1.1 33.2

India 32.1 62.7 5.3 0.8 24.8

South Korea 20.0 71.0 9.0 1.3 35.8

Indonesia 28.3 66.2 5.5 0.8 26.9

Malaysia 32.4 63.0 4.6 0.7 24.4

Philippines 35.1 61.0 3.9 0.6 22.7

Thailand 23.8 69.1 7.1 1.0 32.4

Vietnam 29.5 65.0 5.4 0.8 26.4

Bulgaria 13.8 69.1 17.1 2.5 40.9

Croatia 16.0 67.1 16.9 2.5 40.6

Czech Republic 14.9 71.1 14.0 2.0 39.5

Hungary 15.6 68.8 15.6 2.3 38.9

Poland 16.7 70.2 13.1 1.9 37.3

Romania 15.9 69.4 14.7 2.1 36.9

Russia 14.6 71.1 14.4 2.0 38.2

Slovakia 17.1 71.2 11.7 1.6 36.0

Slovenia 14.4 70.3 15.3 2.2 41.0

Turkey 28.6 63.6 7.8 1.2 28.6

Ukraine 14.0 69.6 16.3 2.3 39.2

Median age

Elders for each 10 

working-age 

population

Age structure (latest available)

Population by age 



One-child policy: short and long term trends



Comparing the past with the present

China Population (1970)



Forecasts for the future
Chinese citizens over the age of 65 will soar to 219 million in 2030 and 

grow to make up a quarter of China’s entire population by 2050



The export booming: 
like the 30 glorious ?
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Running for the leadership
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Chinese exports by sectors (2014)



The party is not for everywhere
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Prosperous and less prosperous regions

Source: National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China

GDP Population

Central 19 27

Eastern 56 36

Northeastern 9 8

Western 17 28

Household 

Consumption Total Saving

Central 21 18

Eastern 51 54

Northeastern 8 10

Western 20 18

Regional Distribution (% of the total)

Number of 

Enterprise Industrial GDP

Central 18 18

Eastern 63 58

Northeastern 7 9

Western 12 15

Tertiary GDP

Gross Fixed 

Capital 

Formation

Central 17 18

Eastern 57 54

Northeastern 8 8

Western 17 20

Regional Distribution (% of the total)
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China’s agriculture
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Rural areas vs. urban areas
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Chinese Big Business

51
Source: OECD, National Bureau of Statistics of the People’s Republic of China



The Universe of SOE

• 2006: 119.254 firms

37,75 million employees

39 Trillion assets

Central government Local governments
22.589  firms 96.672 firms

16,96 million people        20,79 million people

14,8 trillion assets 16,65 trillion assets
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State Asset Supervision 
Administration Commission

(SASAC)

• 16.373 firms

• 11,04 million employees

• 12,2 trillion assets

• Industry 6.610 firms

• Commerce 2.226 firms

• Other  7.537 firms
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SASAC’s deep restructuring

• 1992: 76 million employees

• 2002: 50 million employees

• End of “iron rise bowl” (life employment)

• 1998-2002: Chinese government to eliminate 
industrial ministry and the State Asset 
Management Bureau

• In 2003 SASAC did not exactly how many firms 
was owing
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• Mid-1990’s profits of SOE = 0,6 of GDP

• 2000: profits of SOE = 10% of GDP

• 2007: profits of SOE = 4,2 % of GDP

• 9 firms contribute to 69% of of total profits

• (China Mobile; China Telecom;  Bao Shan Steel; Shenhua Coal; 
Chinalco; State electricity and gas; 3 oil companies
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Modernization
via stock exchange

• Sinopec (oil) and CNPC (petrochemical) set up a 
controlled company where they put the most
attractive assets: listed at New York and Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange

• Bubble effects: 

• in 2007 2% shares of Petrochina = 8,9 billion $ 

• The runup gave the oil giant a market 
capitalization of $1.005 trillion, more than twice 
that of Exxon Mobil XOM ($480.45 billion)



SOE and China national security 

• Full control in national security, natural 
resources and natural monopolies (defence 
sector, electricity, oil, telecom, coal, civil 
aviation and transportation)

• Control over a number of technologically key 
point enterprises (steel, electronics, machine 
building, etc.)
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The new strategies for SOE

• 1) national strategic sectors

• 2) sectors where the state is already
competitive or can play a cathalitic
role

• 3) few firms with potential
international competitivness

• 4) firms focused in core business
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• 1) reaching market leadership (rank 1-3 or closing down)

• 2) structured leadership: no monopolies 

• for instance: telecom 3 companies

• defense 2 big firms

• 3) restructuring capital market – increasing self-financing

• 4) diversification process via integration

• For instance: steel trader Sinosteel to acquire iron ore, 
chrome, nickel, uranium overses, but it still does not own any 
steel plan
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China’s weak points

• The 9 big players have only 3,6 % of
China exports

• Foreign invested firms have 60%

• High tech: foreign invested firms have
87%

• Defensive - not offensive – national
champions
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Chinese acquisitions



The end of cheap labor ?





Global economy and China 1



Global economy and China 2



Global economy and China 3



Global economy and China 4



Back to Shanghai

• «If I am not mistaken, in our country private 
business contribute 40% of GDP. In our 
Shanghai SOE create nearly 80% of Shanghai’s 
GDP. Who upholds socialism most rigorously ? 
Who else if it’s not Shanghai ?»

• (attributed to Chen Liangyu, Party secretary in 
Shanghai, 2002-06, sentenced in 2008 to 18 
years in jail for corruption)
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Some initial autocritical
approach ?

• Wen Jia Bao

• «There are structural 
problems in China's 
economy which 
cause unsteady, 
unbalanced, 
uncoordinated and 
unsustainable 
development»
(February 2007)
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It’s the politics, stupid !

• «The reform in China has come to a critical stage. 
Without the success of a political structural reform, it 
is impossible for us to fully institute economic and 
structural reforms. The gain we have made in reform 
and development may be lost, new problem that 
have cropped up in China’s society cannot 
fundamentally be resolved and such historical 
tragedy as the Cultural Revolution may happen 
again» 

(Wen Jia Bao, March 2012)
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A closer comparison



Voluntary or unvoluntary errors?



Chinese GDP growth



A new “normality”?



Yi dai, yi lu







Economic and political strategies

• One Belt One Road
• Trade Agreements
• Asian Infrastructure Development Bank

• From hard authoritarianism to …
• 1) neo-totalitarianism
• 2) hard authoritarianism
• 3) soft authoritarianism
• 4) semi-democracy



See you in Beijing…



This is not a submarine


